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State the Euclid's division 1emma"

A number when divided by 61 gives 27 as
quotient and 32 as remainder. Find the
number.

By what number should 1365 be divided to
get 31 as quotient and 32 as remainder?

The product of three consecutive positive
integers is divisible by 6, Is this statement
true or false? Justify your answer.

NCERTExemplar

Find the largest number which divides 70
and 125 ieaving remainders 5 and 8,
respectively. NCERTExemplar

&" It a = HCF (48,72), find the value of d.
cBSE2Oll 

Tg"
7. tf tn" HCF of 65 and 1L7 is expressible in

the form 65m- tl7 , then find the value of m.
NCERTExemplar

Short Answer (SAlType I euestions

[1 Mark each]

ittotSl fn Euclid's division lemma, the value
of r, when a positive integer o is divided by
3, are 0 and 1 only. Is this statement true
or false? Justify your answer.

NCERTExemplar

Inor5l On GT road, three consecutive traffic
lights change after 36, 42 and 72 s. if the
Iights are first switched on at 9 : 00 am, then
at whaL time will they change
simultaneously? CBSE 2OI2

@ Forwhat value of n,2" x 5n ends
with 5?

Ittdi5l Can the number 6', where n being a
natural number, ends with digit 5 ? Give
reason. NCERT Exemplar

fttorB Can two numbers have 18 as their
HCF and 380 as their LCM? Give reason.

NCERTExemplar

[2 Marks each]
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itLOASj Find the least number that is divisible
by all the numbers from 1 to 5 (both
inclusive).

!ffi, ilrOrst A forester wants to plant 66 mango
trees,88 orange trees and 110 apple trees
in equal rows (in terms of number of trees).
Also, he wants to make distinct rows of
trees (i.e. only one type of trees in one row).
Find the number of minimum rows.

'&S" 
ixOrtl Without qctgalty performing the long

987division, find will have terminating
10500

or non-terminating (repeating) decimal
expansion. Give reason for your answer.

CBSE 2009; NCERT Exemplar

T4,

TE

Write the HCF and LCM of the smallest odd
composite number and the smallest odd
prime number. If an odd number p divides
g', then will it divide 93 also? Expiain.

CBSE 2OT5

Check whether 15n can end with digit zero
for any natural numbern. CBSE2012, 11

Prove that 2 + ^rB is an irrational number.
CBSE 2OT4

A rational number in its decimal expansion
is 327.7081. What can vou say about the
prime factors of g, when this number is
expressed in the form 4e Girr" reason.

q
CBSE 2012; NCERT Exemplar
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"1lfi Write whether the square of any positive
integer can be of the form 3m + 2,where m
is a natural num.ber. Justify your answer"

NCERT Exemplar; CBSE 2012, tO

*t " Show that the square of any positive
integer cannot be of the form 5q +2 ot
59 + 3 for any integer g.

NCERT Exemplar; CBSE 2011, lO

ff*. Prove that one of any three consecutive
positive integer must be divisible by 3.

NCERTExemplar

RS" Use Euclid's division algorithm, to find
the largest number, which divides 957 and
1280 leaving remainder 5 in each case.

CBSE 2OT2

tr4. The numbers 525 and 300O are both
divisible by 3, 5, 15, 25 and 75. What is
the HCF of 525 and 3000? Justify your
answer. NCERTET<emplar

*$" Ravi and Shikha drive around a circular
sports field. Ravi takes 1"6 min to complete
one round, while Shikha completes the

the form of 657 x + 963 (-15), find x.
cBsE2010

#S" iHoTSI Find the HCF of 55 and 210. Express it
as a linear combination of 55 and 210, i.e.
HCF of 55 and 210 - 270a + 55b, for sorne
o and b.

Long Answer (LA)Type Ouestions

Short Answer (SAlType n Guestions [3 Marks each]

round in 20 min. If both start at the same
point, at the same time and go in the same
direction, then after how much time will
they meet at the starting point? CBSE 2012

*6. Six bells commence tolling together and
toll at intervals 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 min,
respectively. After how many minutes they
wili toll together?

97. iHoTsl If n is an odd integer, then show that
n2 -!i, divisible by 8. NCERTExemplar

ffi&. iHors-l Find the greatest number which on
dividing 1657 and 2037 leaves remainders
6 and 5, respectively. CBSE 2010, 08

ftS" iHorsl State wheth er 7.25 * 1 l, a rational
4

number or not.

30. IHorsl If gis prime, then prove that J[ is an

irrationaL number.

&I . IHorsl Prove that (./n + fit ir irrational,
where p and q are primes. NCERT Exemplar

[4 Marks each]

34. tHdrsl If Jabis an irrational number, prove
that (fi + 

"6)ir 
an irrational number.

rationals such that o+JE=c+J7, then
either o= c and b = d or band d are squares
of rationals.
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n " fina the degree of the polynomial
- te + 4t6 +7ts

t"

2" For what value of k, -2 is a zero of the
polynomial 3x2 + 4x +2k? CBSE Z0fO

3. tfre graphs of y - p(x), where p(x) is a
polynomial inx are given. Find the number
of zeroes of p(x)in each case. For each case,
also state whether p(x) is linear or
quadratic.

x (ii) Y

Y'

4" Is the following statement Tiue or False?
Justify your answer. 'If the zeroes of a
quadratic polynomial axz + bx + c are both

!S. Write whether the following expressions
are polynomials or not. Give reasons for
your answer.

"11(i) 13+-|+a+t Qi) x2+x+3x'x
(iii) y- 1/2 - 3y + 2 (ii Ji y3 + .nli y

I'l " tf one zero of the polynomial
(az + 9) x2 + 13x + 6o is reciprocal of the

- other, then find the value ot o"rr, 
20lS,0B

'12. ff u and B are zeroes of the quadratic
polynomial p(x) = x2 - (k + 6)x +2(2k -7),

then find the value of k. if cr n B = 
oF

2

Short Answer (SAlType I ouesrions

[1 Mark eacn]

negatlve, then o, b and c all have the same
sign.' NCERTExemplar

5. If one zero of 2x2 _ 3x +k is reciprocal to
the other, then find the value of Jr.

CBSE 2OTO

6. If sum of the squares of zeroes of the
quadratic polynomial I(x)=y2 -4x+k is
20, then find the value of k.

7. fina the quadratic polynomial whose

zeroes uru Ji + rE and 
"5 - 

J5 CBSE zor4

e. itl.OTSl If the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial
axz +bx +c, where c +0, are equal, then
show that c and c have same sign.

NCERTExemplar

f . IH-OTB Can(x - 1)be the remainder on division
of a polynomial, p (x) by (2 x + 3)? Justify your
answer NCERTExemplar

[2 Marks each]

'$&" If tfre zeroes of the polynomial x2 + px + q
are double in value to the zeroes of
2x2 - 5x - 3, then find the values of p and g,

CBSE 2012

$4. It ttre zeroes of the cubic polynomial
x3 - 6x' + 3r + 10 are of the form
a, a + b and o + 2b for some real numbers o
and b, then find the values of oand b.

NCERTExemplar

trS. Form a quadratic potynomial, whose one
zero is 8 and the product of zeroes is -56.

CBSE 2OT2

i6. [Ho,Ts]The sum of remainders obtained
when x3 + (k + 8)x + k is divid ed, by x - 2
and when it is divided by x + 1, is 0" Find
the value of lt.
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Short Arsa,trer (SA)Type ll Questions

If u, and B are the zeroes of the quadrat

polynomial I (x\ = QYz + bx + c, then
11

evaluate - - :.crp
Find the zeroes of the fotlowing polynomial
by factorisation method and verify ihe
relations between the zeroes and their
coefficients

tt) 7y2 -t; t ? 
(ii) Jsx2 + lox + 7J3

(iii) 4.r3x'? + 5x - 216 CBSE 20rr

It is given that 1 is one oI the zeroes o{ the
polynomial 7x - x' - 6. Find its olher
zeroes. CBSEz0lt

If the sum of the zeroes of the polynomial
p(x) : (a +1)x2 +{2a+ 3)x + (3o + 4) ls -f
then find the Product of its zeroes.

CBSE 2OI2

If the polynomial6xa + Bx3 + 17x2 +21x +7
is divided bY another PolYnomial
3x2 + 4x + 1, then what will be the quotient

and remainder? CBSE 2Of l

*6" Find other zeroes ol the polynomial
2xa -3x3 *5x2 +9x -3, if it is given that
two of its zeroes are - J5 and J5
resPectivelY. CBSE 20ll

27" IHOTE If the zeroes of the polynomial
ax2 + bx * b = 0 are in the ratio m : n, then

find the value of ,E . ,E! n \/m

Long Answer (LA)Type Questions

*1 . Find the quadratic polynomial, whose

zeroes are in the ratio 2 : 3 and their sum is

75. cBsE20t2

*2" Given that, xz +2x-3 is a factor of

f(x) = xn + 6x3 +2ax2 +bx -34 Find the

values of oand b' CBSE 20f2

23, If (x + a) is a factor of two polynomials

xz + px + g and x2 + lxx + n, then prove that
n*q

d- 

-.

m-p

ittOm Can the quadratic polynomiai
x2 + kx + k have equal zeroes for some odd

integer k > 1? NCERTExemPlar

[5 Marks each]

[3 Marks each]

CBSE 2011

94.

u,u
I

eS. IHOTB If cr and B are the zeroes of the quadratir

potynomial f (x\ = Pxz + qx + r, then

evaluate 1 * *l-'
Prr+q Pg+S

29" IltOE IfuandB arethe zeroes of the quadrati

polynomial P(s) = 3s2 - 6s + 4'then find the

value of 9 *P +z[f .,- ]l + 3uB.
P a (u P)

3S. iE IfuandBarethezeroesofthequadrati
polynomial I(x\ = a2 - px + q, then prove

that4*4=Po^-!P1+2.---' B2 a' q2 q



T . Find the solution of pair of equations y = 0

andY=-6'
8" Find nature of the lines representing the

Iinear equations 2x - Y = 3 and 4x - y = 5'

S. Do the equations rc + 3Y - 1= 3 and

2x + 6y = 6 represent a pair of coincident
tines? JustifY Your answer.

Directions (Q.Nos 4-TlWithout drowing them, find out

wiiether the line, represenling the following poirs of

lineor equotions inl'ersecl ol o point or porollel or

coincide.

4. 5x - 4Y+8 = 0;7x +6Y-9 = 0

5. Ox-ay+10 =0;2x-Y+9 =0

6. gx +3y+ L2 = O; 18x +6Y+24 =O

V, 2x-y =2;2Y -4x=2

8. fina the number of solutions of the pair of

equations x+2Y +5 =0, -3x-6Y+1=0
9. For which values of c, the pair of equations

2x + 2Y = 8 andSx + 10Y = chave a

unique solution?

tS. Obtain the condition for the following pair
of linear equations to have a unique
solution.

Short Ansrer {sA)TYPe I Questions

t/a--to-L Larr

[1 Mark each]

ax+bY=candlx+mY=n
'!1 . What should be the value of l. , for the given

equations to have infinitelY many
solutions?
5x+l,Y=4and15r +3Y=72

12. For which value of p, the pair of eguations

6r + 5Y = 4 and l2x + PY = - 8has no

solution?

13" Find the value of k, so that the following
system of equations has no solution'

3x-Y-5=0, 6x-2Y-ft=0

14, plnd the value of. x + y, if 3x - 2y = 5 and

3Y - 2x =3.

l$. if tc = a, Y = b is the solution of the

equations x - y =2 and r * Y = A'then find
the values of oand b. NCERTE:<emplar

16. IHOTSI In the given figure , ABCDis
parallelogram. Find the values of x and y'

[2 Mark each]

(i) intersecting
(ii) coincident
(iii) parallel

21" Determine the values of o and b, for which
the following pairs of Iinear equations has

infinitelY manY solutions
3x*(o+t)Y=2b-t

and 5r+(1-2alY=f,6
?2. Two straight paths are repfesented by the

lines 7x - 5y = 3 and 14r - 10y = 5' Check
whether the paths cross each other"

'!7. for which values of p and q, wiII the
following pair of linear equations have
infinitely manY solutions?
4x + 5Y =2,
{2p +7q\x + (P + 9q\Y =2q - P +7

NCERTE:remPlar

tE. For what value of k, the pair of equations
1o< +2y = 5, 3x - 4y = 1"0 has no solution?

T$. Show that the pair of linear equations
x =2y and y = 2x have unique solution at
(0, 0) . JustifY Your answer.

?&" Equation2x = 5y + 4 is given. Write
another linear equation, so that the lines
represented bY the Pair are

ul
L'
-l-u
e
G

=xul
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Directions (Q.Nos 25-261Solve the following poir of
equolions by substitution method.

?-* 3 1 |Aa.._x_y=i,x+_y=L

fA Sx *y = 4;2(y - S) = -5y
B$" f+x +39y= 6.4; 0.2x- L.3y =L2

P&" o.tx _ o.2y=2;x+y =L7

Directions (Q.Nos 27-32) Solve the poir of equotions
by eliminoiion method.

*F" ex- 4y = 7\,7 x- Sv = 4

#&. 2x+3y-5 = 0; 3x-2y-14 = 0

k*. Sx+2y=7;2x-5y+B=0 i
3ff. ltx +15y+ 23 = O; 7 x -2y-20 = O

31. Oax +03 y= L7;0J x- 0.2y= g.6

Sl^ x +I =5; \-Y =t7379
Directions (Q.Nos 33-341 Solve the poir of lineor
equolions by cross-multiplicotion method.

$#. Zx -27=5y;3+4y= -3x
34" +x *y = -!;7x+y = - 4

SS. pina the values of x and y in the given

ff6" fne sum of two numbers is 120 and one of
the numbers is 3 times the other. Find the
value of the numbers.

&7" tfre combined ages of two people is 34. If
one person is 6 yr younger than the other,
then find their ages.

#&"i. Father's age is 3 times the sum of ages of
his two children. After 5 yr, his age will be
twice the sum of ages of the two children.
Find the age of father. cBsE20lt, lo

e$" [HoTSl Find o, if the tine 3x + ay = 8 passes
through the intersection of lines
represented by equations 3r - Zy =lO
and 5x+y=8.

40. [HoXi]There are some students in the two
examination halls A and B. To make the
number of students equal in each halL,
10 students are sent from A to B.

But if 20 students are sent from B to A, the
number of students in A becomes double
the number of students in B.

Find the number of students in the two
ha-lls. NCERTExemplar

43 . [HOTsl If the angles of a triangle are r, y and
40" and the difference between the two
angles r and y is 30', Then, find the values

NCERTExemplar

[3 Marks each]

(i) no solution?
(ii) infinitely many solutions?
(iii) a unique solution? NCERT Bremplar

45" Find the values of o and b for which the
following system of linear equations has
infinite number of solutions.

(a+b)x -2by = 5a+2b+l
and 3x -y =14 CBSE2012

rectangle.

'tflf . Draw the graph of the pair of linear
equations x - y +2 = 0 and 4x - y-4 = 0.
Calculate the area of the triangle formed
by the lines so drawn and the X-axis.

NCERT Exemplar
,4S. Draw the graph of lines x - -2 and y = 3.

Write the vertices of the figure formed by
these lines, X-axis and y-axis. Also, find
the area of the figure. NCERT Exemplar

,f.;1. Forwhich value(s) of 1,, does the pair of linear
equations ?,x + y = ),2 andx +')vy =1 have

NCERTExemplar
of r and y.

Shorf Answer (SA)Type il euestions
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I

46. Strow that the following system of
equations has an unique solution.

3x +5Y =12 , 5x +3Y = 4

Also, find the solution of the given system
of equations. NCERT ExemPlar

Directions {Q.Nos 47 -481

47. \ +Y = a+O a + I =2, a, b *O
abdb'

CBSE 2Ol0; NCERT ExemPlar

48. ox + by =1: bx + ay = -2ob'*a'+b" CBSE20I0

49. two chairs and three tables cost ( 5650
whereas three chairs and two tables cost
t 7100. Find the cost of a chair and a table
separately" NCERTExemplar

50. Solve the following system of equations

27 15 - _.)
x+y x-y

30 1^
x+y x-y

5l . A sailor goes 8 km downstream in 40 min
and comes back in t h. Find the speed of
sailor in still water and the speed of
current. CBSE 2OTO

52. IHOEI Solve graphically, the pair of equations
2x + y = 6 and 2x - y +2 = O. Find the ratio
of the areas of the two triangles formed by
the lines representing these equations with
X-axis and the lines with Y-axis'

53. IHOTSI (i) Determine algebraically, the
ver[ices of the triangle formed by the lines

3x-Y=3,2x-3Y=2
and )c + 2Y = 8. NCERTF,xemPlar

(ii) 5x - y = 5,6x + y = t, iisf*+ll#r,*

6l . Determine graphically, the vertices of the
triangle formed by the lines

Y =x,3Y = x, x +y = 8' NCERTExemplar

54. [HmS Find the point of intersection of lines
2ax - by =2a2 - b2

ax +2bY = az +2b2and

and

by eliminating the variables. Show that the
system of equations is concurrent with the
line represented by equation

(o-b)r+(o+b)Y=d +A2.

55. IHO,T3 The angles of a cyclic quadrilateral
ABCD are lA = (6x + tA), lB = (5x)o,

ZC = (x + y)" and ZD = (3Y - t0)'. Find x
and y and then the values of the four
angles. NCERT Exemplar

56. IHOTSI Aand B each have a certain number of
mangoes. A says to B, if you give 30 of your
manlJoes, I wilI have twice as many as left
with you. B replies, if you give me 10, I will
have thrice as many as left with you' How
many mangoes does each have?

57. IHOTSIThe sum of a two-digit number and
number obtained by reversing the order of
digits is 99, If the digits of the number differ
by 3, then find the numbers. CBSE 2010

58. IHOTB If 4 times the area of a smaller square is
subtracted from the area of a larger square,
the result is L44m2. The sum of the area of
the tlvo squares is 464 m2. Determlne the
side of the two squares. CBSE 2OIO

59. iHoTE Solve the system of following
equations.

1 * '2 =!
2(2x +3y) 7(3x -2y\ 2

74and+--2
2x +3y 3x -2y

60. IHOBI Solve the following equations for x
and y.

7x +5Y =74,7x *1 
-5Y+7 =2!8

Long Answer (LAlType Questions [4 Marks each]

6t. 7 canes of. a fizzy drink and 5 packets of
apple juice cost ( 6.80 while 5 canes of the
fizzy drink and 11 packets of apple juice
cost { 8.20. Calculate the cost of one cane of
fizzy drink and one packet of apple juice.

ut(,
-F(,
e,
o.
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63.
A and B are two points 150 km apart on a
highway. Two cars start with different
speeds from A and B at the same time. If
they move in the same direction, they meet
in 15 h but if they move in the opposite
directions, they meet in t h. Find their
speed, cBsE 2012

64.- " A part of monthly charges in a college is
fixed and the rema.ining depend on the
number of days one has taken food in the
mess. When a student X takes food for
25 days, he has to pay ? 1750 as hostel
chargies,whereas a student I who takes
food for 28 days, pays { 1900 as hostel
charges" Find the fixed charge and the
cost of food per day. CBSE 2OTO

65.
Ankita travels 14 kryr to her home partly by
rickshaw and partly by bus. She takes half
an hour, if she travels 2 km by rickshaw and
the remaining distance by bus.

On the other hand, if she travels 4 km by
rickshaw and the remaining distance by
bus, she takes 9 min longer. Find the speed
of rickshaw and of the bus.

NCERTExemplar
66.

A man, when asked how many hens and
buffaloes he has, told that his animals have
120 eyes and 180 legs. How many hens
and buffaloes has he?

A''-' ' [nOfSl A railway half ticket cost half the full
fare but the reservation charges are the
same on a half ticket as on a fulI ticket. One
reserved first class ticket from the stations A
to B costs < 2530, AIso, one reserved first
class ticket and one reserved first class half
ticket from stations A to B costs t 3810, Find
the fuII first class fare from stations A to B
and also the reservation charges for a
ticket. NCERTExemplar

AA--' El!] Susan invested certain amount of
money ln two schemes A and B, which
offer interest at the rate of 8% per annum
and 9% per annum, respectively. She
received { 1860 as annual interest.
However, had she interchanged the
amount of investments in the two
schemes, she would received { 20 more as
annual interest. How much money did she
invest in each scheme? NCBnf Exemplar

69.
IHOTSI A bird flying in the same direction as
that of the wind, covers a distance of 45 km
in 2 h 30 min. But it takes 4 h 30 min to
cover the same distance when it flies
against the direction of the wind. Ignoring
conditions other than the wind conditions,
find

(i) the speed of the bird in still air.
(ii) the speed of the wind. CBSE 2012



If b = 0, c < 0, is it true that the roots of

xz + bx* c = 0 are numerically equal and

opposite in sign? Justify your answer.
NCERTExemplar

Does there exist a quadratic equation
whose coefficients are rational but both of
its roots are irrational? Justify your answer.

NCERTF,xemplar

Find the discriminant of quadratic
equation Jsx' -7x+2Ji =0 CBSE2or2

Which constant must be added and
subtracted to solve the quadratic equation
gx2 +1, - J7 = o by the method of

4
completingthe square? NCERTE:remplar

If the discriminant of the equation
lor.2 -gJix+AJt=0 is 14, then find the
value of k.

Check whether the following statement is
true or false. Justify your answer.

Short Answer (sA)Type I Questions

12. Wtricfr of the foliowing is not a quadratic
equation? NCERT F,xemPlar

Ul ({zx+JiY =3x2 -5x
(ii) (x2 +Zxf =xa +3+4x2

Dlreclions (Q.Nos. 13-]5) Solve for x:

13. x2 - (J5 + !x + .,6 = o CBSE 2ol5

T4" 6; + 7 - (2x -7) =o

[2 Mark each]

18. fina the roots of the quadratic equation
&bzx2 + b2x -o2x -1=o cBsEzol2,tl

19" fina the numerical difference of the roots
of equation xz - 7x - 18 = 0 CgSr zors

20" rt1 is a root of the equation
2

x2 + Ior- I = O, then find the value
4

of k. NCERT Exemplar; CBSE 20rl

21. fina the least positive value of k for which
x2 + kx + tG = 0 has real roots. CBSE 2010

22. fma the value of p, so that the quadratic

equation px (x - 3) + 9 = 0 has equal roots.
cBsE 2014

t

{,

Very Short Answer {VSAIType Questions [1 Mark each]

"Every quadratic equation has atleast one

rea-l root."

Directions (Q. Nos. 7 ond Bl Whot is lhe noture of
rools of the following quodrotic equotion

7. sxz -2x - 3 = o? cBsEzors

8" 2x2 -J5x+t=oa NCERTE:remplar

9. If a number is added to twice its square, then
the resultant is 21' lllrite the quadratic
representation of ttris situation.CBsE 2014' 15

I0. [tlOrslaquadratic equation with integrai
coefficients has integral roots. Justify your
answer. NCERTF,:remplar

lI. iHoTSlDoes there exist a quadratic
equation whose coefficients are aI1 distinct
irrationals but both the roots are rationals?
whv? NCERTEnemplar

e

&"

5.

6.

tS. 14;+9*x=13

CBSE 20T6

CBSE 2016

ut
'9
FIJ
eo
E
xul

TS. fma the roots of the equation
axz +a= ezx +x CBSE2012

3?. Sfrow that (x2 + 02 - xz = O has no real

roots. NCERT ExemPlar
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23" FinA the value of lt for which the quadratic
equation2x, _ kr+ k = o iru, uq,iJliotr.

NCERTExemplar
24. ln a cricket match. Harbhajan took threewickets less than twice the 

""_i.l ofwickets taken by Zaheer. fir" proOr."io*itir"
numbers of wickets taken by these two is

26. Find the roots oi the following quadratic
equation x2 - 3.Ex * 1o = o 

---' 

"i]r*ro127. Solve_th_e foltowing guadratic equation forx:4Jix2 + 5x - 2.6: o----;;;;;;,,,
28. fina two consecutive odd natural numbers,sumofwhosesquaresis 130. CnSniof3

20. Represent the above situation in thform of a quadratic equation. iniiriiis,
25" in6fslfind the quadratic equation, if \

29. Sotve forx, E - 1= 15

x x+I

Find f.

;x*0,-l

NCERTExemplar

;x * L,2,3
CBSE 2016

37. fire sum of a
square root is I

25

43. Solve forx:

' * 2--'-4-- 
ux+1 x+2 x+4,

andxisanatural

[3 Marks eacir]

number and its positive
. Find the number.

[4 Marks each]

+*L,-2,-4
CBSE 2016

number"

35. Seven.years ago, Varun,s age was fivetimes the square of Swati,s ug".-ifrr""
-y_ears 

hence, Swati's age will nu tiro_fitf, otVarun,s age. Find ttreii preren;";; "'
36. fina the roo.ts of the equation&x2 -3obx + 2b. =0 by the method of

completing the square.

30" Pina the value of p, when
pxz + tJi - JilX - 1 = o and x = {i, or"
root of this eguation. Jt r roru

31. ffre sum of two number is 11 and the sum
of their reciprocals is f1. pind the numbers..O CBSEzOI3

32" ffre difference of two numbers is 4. If the
difference of their reciprocals i. 1, then
find the two numbers. cu2slr roou

33. ffre sum of two numbers is 9 and the sum of
their reciprocals is 1. fi.ra the numbers.. 

CBSE2OO9
34. at I min-past 2 pm, the tjme needed bv theminute hand of a clock to srro* ip#.u.

found to be 3 min less than 1*in
4

38. fne numerator of a fraction is 3 less thanits denominator. If 1 i, uao"J-il tn"denominator, the fractio" i, A""."urld Uy:. Find the fraction.

39. fnree consecutive natural numbers aresuch that the square of the middl" ,,.*Uu.
exceeds the difference of the squares ofother two by 60. Find the numbers-.

CBSE 2016

40. ifrOrsl'Sotve forx: _-1_- = ] * 1 * 1

where q, b, x+, JJ:i ;.: *r' "'
4X. iHpEl If the roots of the equation

xz +2cx+ob=0
then prove tr,ut tr,ut[,rJ'"i::'"' 

unequal'

xz -2(a+b)x+ d +n2 *2c2 =e has no
real roots.

u,g
Fu
u
o.
E
xu,

42. Solve for x:
7

_,l-(x-0(x-2) (x*2)(x-3)



AIli+aane
Quodr:otic Equolions

t3t

44. Solve forx:

=*"-u_10 
_x-5 *-i--,x*5,7

**' 
lt,lX" 

equation (t + m2)xz + lzmct|xT tc, _ o-l =.9 has^equal roots, then provethatc2 = a2 (I* mr). 
-- '"vLo' Lr'

53. a train takr
300 km, ir trr=1-2 

h. .lu:t for a journey of
from its urr.,tluu'"is 

increased by s km/tr
of the train. 

rr speed. Find the usual speed

tn' 
*#."J;j,rjl x*::r"-1,:3 1 #',11'#
than to ,"trrl 

more to go 32 km upstream
spot, Find rlr"'1*llY"stream to the samespeed of the stream.

55. *.- CBSE20r6
rwo plpes run
;,; F"' ;T'ffi"","'ffJ;ilfl:,Il"J

;TJffiff ffilllllq the time in which each

56. A x 
rhe cistern. CBSE 20f 6

ffi:'";li:lt increasins its outpur by the
percentaqe, if irs:^ ,everY Year' Find the
h"rur"rli;;it it known that the output

57' sol r" 
" = --utt 

two years' cnsr zors' ts

' 
---T=-;x*2'_ _
2_ 1

uU. 
I the,roots 

"r 
rn" 

"n,1*"L@-b)xz +(b-c
then prove rnJ: :Y - o) = o are equal,

ur. d;;";#""=b+ 
c' cBsEzors

aa tla"-^q"";:;:gil rield whose side is
centre t;;;;;;"^Y:-l bed is prepared in its
flower u"a' 

- 
it'i s-:1::' 

-pull' 
all-round the

I:y_, u 
"al"a ii";:l,Xdiil ;:,f f,",,n.( 2,75 and t t.Sd,

t asoa' Fit'iini"#'"i.}' respectivelv' is
ndth of gravel path.

CBSE 2OI445.

46.

47.

48.

Find theroots of 5rx*11 +q(2_x) _ 13 ..
factorisationmethod. -!' +rbY

49.

ll r" =_- 2 is a roor of the equation3x" +7x +p=0. Fir

:!"1 , jr" 
' 

,"",. 
"'o"Jn",ll'"'"llj;jj

x' + k (4x + k _ 1) + p = 0are 
"nuuil**".-.

Ifx = * 5 is a root oft 
cBsE 2or5

z*, + pi_";; = ;' 
*j:: r"il:*l:::H:

equation p(x2 + x) + tr
then find the value o,i- 

= o has equar roots,
r, CBSEZ0I6

Solve the quadratic equation
gx2 - 15x * 6 = Q bymethod of compietingthe sguare. :

ffr:"u of cloth costs {200. rrrr.::::Tl:5 m longer and each rress, th"e ;; ;;.fi|":l::l croth cosrs { 2
remained ;;il;#; t"T [:To,,niJIprece and what is t,metre? he originai rate per

,0. 
1u:qo were divided equalty ::ff:certain nurnbe:
been ti;;;;":^:t Perso-ns Ir there had

; "T " 
i$ 

" ilfr"'*it'' iX;L:,.,j: *i:: Ti
6r cBSE20l3, t2-,. +shopkeeperbu.( 1200. If he had Y a number of books for

the same;;;il:""ht 1o more books for
;;;, ;H? ;';' i"l:l 

"";f#"f ffiji,tT:
CBSE 2OI2
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x, -20ll u, = ---. If u, -_ 30 and If, = 49, 11r"n'10
find the value of x.

x, -25
' 10

then find the value of r.
If the mean of the following distribution is
6, then find the value of c.

If the mean of the following distribution is
2.6, then find the value of y.

[1 Mark each]

Given below is a cumulative frequency
distribution of 'less than type,:

Change the above data into a continuous grouped
frequency disrribution. CBSE 20f 6

9. Write the empirical relationship between
the three measures of central tendency.

10. pind the mode of the data, using an
empirical formula, when it is giveri that
median = 41.25 and mean = 33.75-.

CBSE 2016'lI " If mode = 80 and mean = 110, then find the

(/.tis fi'.l 
i

s"I.

2.

3.

4.

q In the following
number of families
16000-19000 (in t).

distribution, find the
having income range The abscissa of,the point of intersection of

the less than type and more than type
cumulative frequency curves oi a groupLA
data gives which measure of centrat

median. CBSE 2OIO

tendency? NCERTExemplar

Class interval Frequency

2

4

5

4B

20

Find the number of athletes,
completed the race in less than 14.6 s.

NCERT Exem

I2.

'BA

I4.

Monthly income range (in {) I Number of families

lncome more than { i 0000 :

lncome more than t 13000 r

lncome more than ( '16000 
:

lncome more than T '19000 
j

lncome more than { 22000 r

lncome more than t 25000 :
i

[ttOTSl tf r,'s are the mid-points of the class
intervals of grouped data, lib are
corresponding frequencies and x is the
mean, then find the value of I (f,r., - i).

lnorst rrre time (in .".""0I::llT;-''*
150 athietes to run a 110 m hurdle race are
tabulated below:

100

69

50

33

l5

NCERTExemplar

6" For the following distribution, then find the
modal class. NCERTExemplar'"-_ Uarks , rurmUe, or strGnt"

utu
-l-
L'
u
a.

=x
uJ

Below 10 l

Below 20 ;

Below 30 :

Below 40 j

Below 50

3

12

27

57

75

13.8-14.0

14.0-14.2

14.2-14.4

14.4-14.6

14.6-14.8

14.8- 1 5.0

t-

Below 60- i -** - ,q_ __
In an arranged series of 4n terms, which
term is median?

Marks obtained

Nfiber of strd"rts
(Cumulative
frequency)

LeSS

than 20
Less

than 30
LeSS

than 40
LeSS

than 50

8 13 '19 24

Variable 2 3 4 5
Frequency 4 5 v 1 2
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17. If the mean of the following data is 1g.75, 24. Calculate mode of the following data.

T5. Karan scored 36 marks in English, 44
marks in Hindi, 75 marks in Mathematics
and )c marks in Science. If he has scored an
average of 50 marks, then find the value of

tr6. finA the value of k for the following
16.6.distribution whose mean is

18" In the following distribution, if mean of the

100-110

21
I

Class interval i 6-12
Frequency

Find the mean number of pages written per
day. NCERTExemplar

23. pina the mode of the following data.

Short Answer (SAlType I euestions [2 Marks each]

Number of pages
written per day 16-18 19-21 22-24 zc-z I 28-30

Number of days 1 3 4 I ac

Marks 0-10 1 0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50
Number of students 3 32 20 6

Marks obtained

N;;b;;;l;il;t"
0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-1 00

I .10
tt b 3

CBSE 2O1I
25. Pina the mode of the given data.

2&. Convert the following data
than type' distribution.

CBSE 2OIO
into a ?nore

13

CBSE 2OI2

cBsE20rr

2Q. fne following table gives the literacy rate
(in %) in 40 cities. Find the mean of literacy
rate.

27" ffre following is the distribution of weights
(in kg) of 40 persons:

Construct a cumulative frequency
distribution (of the'less than type,) table for

Literacy rate (in %) ;

Number of cities I 4

55-65

2I . ffre weight (in kq) of 50 wrestlers are

22. The following table gives the number of
page_s written by Sarika for completing her
own book for 30 days:

the data above. NCERTExemplar
9S. Construct the frequency distribution table

for the given data.

Number of students

14

58

67

Less than 60 75

u,(,
-t-L'
c,
o.

=xut

then find the value of p.

CBSE 2OO5

Class interval 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-1s 15-18 1B-21 21-24
Frequency 2 5 10 1J a1 12

Yflt": i 
so oo | 60-70 I 70-80lilt\J

Numberof1 
^ i a ,

workers e

19. ninap,if themeanof thegivendatais 15.45

0-6 24-30

Class interval 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80
Frequency 2 8 t/ 24 3B 16

Weight
(in ks) 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80

Numberbf
persons 4 4 4a 5 6 5 2

75-85 i 85-95

9!4

recorded in the following table:
Weight (in kg) 'rOo-rrO'110_1201 120_130

tlumOerot :- I - I

Find the mean weight of the wrestlers.
NCERTExemplar

Marks

Less than 1 0

Less than 20

Less than 30

Less than 40

Less than 50

cBsE 2012, ll, l0
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29. Convert the given cumulative frequency
table into a frequency distribution table.

Marks Number of students

30. Form the frequency

120

108

90

75

50

24

o

0

cBsE2013,10

distribution table from the

Find the difference of the upper limit of the
median class and the lower limit of the
modal class. NCERTExemplar

33. fn a class test, 50 students obtained marks
as follows.

Marks obtained 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-1 00

Number of students 4 t) 25 10 5

Find the modal class and ttre median class.
CBSE 2016

34. fina the median of the following data.

Class
interval 0-1 0 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 Total

Frequency B tb 36 34 6 100

cBsE 2014

The ages of employees in a factory are as
follows:

Find the median age of the employees.

CBSE 2OT2

36. iHoTSl In the following data, find the values
p and q. AIso, find the median class anc
modal class.

0 and above

20 and above

40 and above

60 and above

80 and above

.100 
and above

'120 and above

1 40 and above

Marks (Out of 90) Number of candidates

More than or equal to B0

More than or equal to 70

More than or equal to 60

More than or equal to 50

More than or equal to 40

More than or equal to 30

More than or equal to 20

More than or equal to 10

More than or equal to 0

4

6

11

17

30

34

35"

NCERTExemplar

31. tn the following frequency distribution
table, find the missing values.

Class interval 0-8 8-16 16-24 24-32 32-40 40-48

Frequency 15 h h 18 I r.

Cumulative
frequency 15 28 43 61 f4 80

utt,
-Fu
u
o.

=xut

32. Consider the following data:

Class
interval i5-85 85-1 05 1 05-1 25 125-145 1 45-1 65 1 65-1 85

1 85-
205

4 5 13 20 14 7 4

Age (in years) 17-23 i23-29 29-35 35-41 41-47 47-53

Number of employees 2 E 6 4 Z 1

CBSE 2OT
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37. An aircraft has 120 passenger seats. The
number of seats occupied during 100
flights is given in the following table:

Number of
seats 1 00-1 04 1 04-1 08 108-112 I lZ- I lt) 116-120

Frequency t5 20 18 15

Determine the mean number of seats
occupied over the flights. NCERT Exemplar

38. The daily income of a sample of 50
employees are tabulated as follows:

Find the mean daily income of employees.
NCERTExemplar

39. Uslng step deviation method, then find the
mean of the following data.

4-
I

fo

28

24

10
I165-170 I s

170-175 i z 
-- cBSE zorz

40. The mean of the following distribution is
132 and sum of frequencies is 50. Find the
val.ues of x and y

4'l . Tne mode of a distribution is 55 and the
modal class is 45-60 and the frequency
preceding the modai class is 5 and the
frequency after the modal class is 10. Find
the frequency of the modal class.

42. Find the mode of the following distribution.

Class interval 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-1 00

Frequency 25 16 ao 20 5

48, Compute the median
data.

1 40-1 45
.145-1 

50

1 50-1 55

1 55-1 60
'160-165

Short Answer (SAlType il euestions [3 Marks each]

43" If the mode of the following frequency
distribution is 3 1, then find the value of p.

Class 5-15 I 15-25 2s-35 35-45 45-55

Frequency J p '15
11 6

CBSE 2OIT

44. If mode of the following data is 45, then
find the values of x and y, given If, = 59.

46" The following data is the distribution of
student's height of a certain class in a
certain city:

Height
1 60-1 62 163-165 1 66-1 68 i rOg-r Zr i ttz-fi q

Number of
students 15 118 142 127 18

Find the median height.
l$7. Find the mean of the following data and

hence find fhe mode, given that median of

cBsE 2011

for the follovring

CBSE 2OT2

49" The marks scored by 750 students in an
examination are given in the form of a
frequency distribution table :

Marks j Number of students

600640 T - 
-16

640-680 i 45

680-720 i .156

,lrlg
F,t,

c
a.

=<x
EI

Class
int€rval 1 0-20 20-30 30-40

I

40-50 i s0-60 60-70 I 70-80

Frequency 4 8 x 12 10 4 v

45. Find the median of the following data,

Class interval 0-20 20-40 i 40-60 60-80 80-100 | 100-120

Frequency 7 B 10 I

the data is 42.5.

Class
interval 1 0-20 20-30 ] 30-40 40-50 50-60

i

60-70 i 70-80

Frequency 4 1210 10 4i 2

Class interval 0-40 40-80 80- 1 20 120-160 i 160-200 1200-240

Frequency 4 7 x 12yle
Class interval

(Less than) ZU 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Cumulative
frequency 0 4 tb OU 46 bk) 82 92 100

_!nJ60 i * __?3!
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sffi"

Change the distribution to a 'more than

type' distriUution and draw its ogive'

52. lHoT-Sl Find the value of k, if the mean of the

toUo*it g distribution is 20'

The median value is 35 and the sum of all

ifr" tr"qouncies is 170' Using the median

formuli, fill up the missing frequencres'

55. IHOTSI If the median of the following frequer
-:" IirirlU"tionis 46, then find the missing

frequencies.

number of students is 50'

160-165 165-170 170-17s 175-180

follows:
Class interval : Frequency

0-10

10-20 1 20

20-30 \ ?

s0-40 | 40

40-50 i ?
i

s0-60 \ ,u

60-70 I 1s

[4 Marks each]

frequencies is 50. Compute the missing

frequencies f, and fr '

760-80U i r /
I

800-840 I 59
I

840-880 i 18

Prepare a cumulative frequency table of

less than tYPe and draw an oglve'

Marks I Number of students
_,_i.-,

760-800 \ ttz

Construct a less than type ogive from the

f ollowing distribution

Number of farms

4

6

16

55-60

60-65

65-70

20

30

24

following distribution, ca-lculate

using direct and assumed mean

53. tHoTSl Find the unknown entries m' n' a' p' q
--- fta , in the following distribution of

ir.lgtttt of students in a class and the total

Cumulative
frequencY

59"

5'1. The following table gives produciion yield
- " 

n", hectare of wheat of 100 farms of a

village:

56.

E7

For the
mean bY

method.

99-iE11
FrequencY

1-4 4-9 9-16 16-27

6 tt 26 20

If mean of the following data is 53' then find

the missing frequencies'

Ages
(in years)

0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 B0-100 Total

Number ol
people

15 f1 21 b 17 100

The mean of the following frequenc'

distribution is 50, but the frequencies -f

and f, in classes 2O-4O and 60-81

,urp".tii""ty are missing' Find the missinr

llIg
F(,
aco
=xul

frequencres.
Total

5S. The mean of the foilowing frequency
"*' 

distribution is 62'8 and the sum of aII the

Height
(in cm)

54. IHOEIAn incomplete distribution is given as
Class interval 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70

FrequencY 18 ZZ 25 36 20 19

Production Yield
(in kg/hec)

Class
interval 1 0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 Total

FrequencY 12 30
,) 65 I 25 to 230

x 15 17 19 20+ k 23

t 2 5 4 5k 6

Class interval o-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-1 00 100-120

FrequencY 5 f, 10 h 7 8

Class interval 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 B0-1 00

FrequencY 17 f. ca b 19 120

NCERTExemPlz
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60. Calculate the
data.

mode from the following

- 
y""llly .,|1y q {) 

- ., -Yry"' la!l-"L"*

65. The length of 40 leaves of a plant are
measured correct uPto the nearest
millimetre and the data is as under'

Length (in mm) Number of leaves

0-50

50-1 00

100-150

1 50-200

200-250

250,300

300-350

66. Find the mean, median and mode of the
following data.

Class interval Frequency

0-50

50-1 00

1 00-1 50

1 50-200

200-250

250-300

300-350

Z

3

5

t)

5

3

1

67. Find the mean, mode and median of the
following data.

CBSE 2OO8

68. Find the mean, median and rnode of the
following frequency distribution table.

69. Draw 'more than ogive' for the frequency
distribution and hence obtain the median.

Class
interval

Frequency

CBSE 2014

70. The following distribution gives the annual
profit earned by 30 shops of a shopping
complex:

Change the above distribution to more
than type distribution and draw its ogive.

CBSE 2OTO

Less than 5000

Less than 1 0000

Less than 1 5000

Less than 20000

Less than 25000

Less than 30000

90

240

340

420

490

500

i
5

6

5

3
'I

6'1 . Calculate the mode of the following
frequency distribution table.

Number of students

25 or more than 25

35 or more than 35

45 or more than 45

55 or more than 55

65 or more than 65

75 or more than 75

85 or more than 85

0-1 00

1 00-200

200-300

300-400

400-500

500-600

600-700

700-800

800-900

900-1 000

52

37

17

B

2

0

63"

62"

CBSE 2OIO

The median class of a frequencY
distribution ts 125-1"45. The frequency and
cumulative frequency of the class
preceding to the median class are 20 and
22, respectiveJy. Find the sum of the
frequencies, if the median is 137CBSE 2011

Compute the medjan from the following
data.

Mid value 115 125 135
.145 155 165 175 18s: 195

Frequency 6 25 48 72 116 bU 38 22 13

64. The median of the following data is 525.
Find ihe values ofx and Y.

Class interval Frequency

2

x
12

17

20

v
o

7

4

ut(J
rrDF
IJ
c
G

=xu,

CBSB2OOB

10-1s i 15-20 30-35

Profit (in t lakh) 0-5 5- 10 10-1 5 1 5-20 20-25

Number ot shops 3 14 a 6 2

Total
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]1 . The weights of tea in 70 packets are
shown in the following table:

Draw the 'less than type' and 'more than
type' ogives for the data. NCERT Exemplar

72. The foilowing table gives the heiqht of
trees:

!-teish!
Less ihan 7 ZO

Less than 21

Less than 28

Less than 35

oa

134

216

Less than 42

Less than 49

Less than 56

aoa

341

360

Draw less than ogive and more than ogi.ve.

73. The annual rainfall record of a city for 66
days is given in the following table.

Calculate the median rainfall using ogives
'more than tlpe' and'less than type'.

NCBRTExemplar

74. Draw 'Iess than ogive' and 'more than
ogive' for the following distribution and
hence find its median.

75. [HOE]Determine the mean of the following
distribution.

Marks Number of students

5

I
17

29

45

60

70

7B

OJ

85

Less than 1 4

Number of trees

Below 10

Below 20

Below 30

Below 40

Below 50

Below 60

Below 70

Below B0

Below 90

Below 100

NCERTExemplar

76.lHOTSl Following is the cumulative frequency
distribution (of less than type) of 1000 persons
each of age 20 yrs and above. Determine the
mean age.

NCERTE:remplar

77.[Horsl Find the missing frequencies and the
median for the following distribution, if the
mean is 1.46.

Class interval 20-30 30-40 I 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80,90

Frequency 10 B 12 24 6 ZC lll

Weight
(in grams) 200-20 201-202 202-203 203-204 204-205 205-206

Number ol
packets 13 27 18 10 I 1

Age
(in years)

Below
30

Below
40

Below
50

Below
60

Below
70

Below
80

Number of
persons

'100 220 350 750 950 1000
Rainfall (!n cm) 0-1 0 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60

Number of days 22 10 I 15 5 6

Number of
accidents


